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Prada's  2019 Resort collection aims  to reflect today's  life. Image credit: Prada

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Italian fashion label Prada is reimagining its resort 2019 collection in a cinematographic short that straddles the
fantastical and reality.

Prada imagined its short film as an avant-garde take on contemporary life, balancing themes of rationality and
imagination. The women and men's collections for Prada 365 are modeled in this moving photographic campaign.

Dreaming of reality
"A dream of reality" is how Prada describes its latest campaign, which features striking colors and a variety of
contradicting characteristics.

Futuristic tones in a frantic beat set the mood for the film, creating the feeling of a frenzied dream.
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Intent on pushing the limits. Forward thinking and backwards glancing. #PradaRaisedConsciousness, the next
#Prada365 chapter, presenting the #PradaResort19 advert ising campaing. Discover more on #IGTV or on
Prada.com via link in bio. - Photography @willyvanderperre Styling #olivierrizzo Creative Direct ion @dja_dj

A post shared by Prada (@prada) on Oct 25, 2018 at 9:02am PDT

Instagram post from Prada

For the first leg of the film, a woman wearing apparel and armed with a bag from the collection is shown in what
appears to be a vacant parking lot. She walks to a wall and puts her hands up facing it, and suddenly she is
transformed into a new setting, somewhere dark. In this new location, she is given a new look with her face covered
in glitter.

A variety of others are shown in the dark but yet colorful new world, featuring different aspects of the collection,
both men's and women's.

Many are shown walking through the halls or standing in corners against black walls adorned with glowing symbols
and patterns.

Staring directly into the camera, models look with intensity as the camera moves around the space focusing on the
bags and apparel in almost a home-video type of manner.

One woman is featured sitting still with one knee to her chest, her other leg stretched out, holding onto a bright
yellow Prada bag. The camera follows her leg up to a closeup of her still yet fierce-looking face.

Back to the empty parking lot, another woman is shown standing and walking, showing off another outfit from the
collection. The footage of this woman begins to crossfade with that of the woman from the beginning of the film, as
the short comes to a close in the same manner it began.

The new Prada 365 film

The film is a moving representation of the still campaign that features visually similar images, which was shot by
Willy Vanderperre. Models included in the campaign are Freja Beha Erichsen, Sora Choi, Daan Duez, Maaike Inga
Felderhoff, Tae Min Park, Julia Nobis, Lineisy Montero, David Van Brusselt, Mats Vandenbosch Van Mil and Anok
Yai.

Prada projects
Prada also recently turned to an unexpected leading man for a cinematic campaign around its Cahier handbag, in a
similar endeavor.

Academy Award-winning actor J.K. Simmons stars in Prada's three-part series directed by filmmaker Ryan Hope.
With Mr. Simmons as the common denominator alongside a trio of women, Prada is using the vignettes to highlight
women's dynamic identities (see story).
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Prada appealed to youth culture through a new project in partnership with Vogue Italia that looks to diverse urban
centers for a sense of authenticity.

High-end streetwear is becoming a more popular category among affluent millennials and Generation Z. Prada is
hoping to tap into this growing segment with a photography campaign curated by Vogue Italia, focusing on the
brand's Cloudburst sneakers (see story).
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